The terminals are constructed as single pieces without joints or rivets thanks to revolutionary sheet metal technology. This accommodates more wires than conventional brass turned terminals.

Silver alloy contacts

Switching contact are made of Silver alloy to withstand resistive and inductive loads, ensuring excellent performance throughout its life.

Smart

The rocker design has been ergonomically sized and shaped only after receiving inputs from prestigious consultants and hundreds of actual users.

USB Solution

Enjoy comprehensive selection of 2A USB solution for charging various devices.

As per SASSO standards

All products fabricated as per Saudi Arabia Standards Organization (SASO) standards.

New components

New high quality raw material is used to gain better performance.

Assembly

New assembly concept to give the product more attractive design & flexibility.

Weatherproof solutions

Protect yourself and your family with using weatherproof Products when installing switches & sockets outside.

Antibacterial products

Prohibits growth of bacteria to prevents infection.

Compatible with hospitals requirements upon request.

Freedom of choice

Wide Rocker & regular rocker with color and Anti bacterial choice available upon request.

Easy Installation

Specially designed angular terminal advancing accessibility by a screwdriver even on a 4 gang switch.

Futuristic Shape

Aesthetically pleasing shapes incorporate modern plastic with continuity and energy.

Superior Quality

Product made ofengineering thermoplastic that is robust, impact resistant, flame resistant and build to last.

Paint Guard

Thin paint guard film protects products from dust and paint stains.
Revolutionary Technology

The terminals are constructed as single pieces without joints or rivets thanks to revolutionary sheet metal technology. This accommodates more wires than conventional brass turned terminals.

Silver Alloy Contacts

Switching contacts are made of silver alloy to withstand resistive and inductive loads, ensuring excellent performance throughout its life.

Smart Design

The rocker design has been ergonomically sized and shaped after receiving inputs from prestigious consultants and hundreds of actual users.

USB Solution

Enjoy comprehensive selection of 2A USB solution for charging various devices.

As per SASO Standards

All products fabricated as per Saudi Arabia standards organization.

New Components

New high-quality raw material is used to give better performance.

Assembly

New assembly concept to give the product more attractive design & flexibility.

Weatherproof Solutions

Protect yourself and your family with using weatherproof products when installing switches & sockets outside.

Anti-Bacterial Products

Prohibits growth of bacteria to prevent infection. Compatible with hospitals requirements upon request.

Freedom of Choice

Wide rocker & regular rocker with color and anti-bacterial choice available upon request.

Easy Installation

Specially designed angular termination allows easy accessibility by a screwdriver even on a 4 gang switch.

Futuristic Shape

Aesthetically pleasing shapes incorporate continuous curves to convey warmth and positive energy.

Superior Quality

Product made of engineering thermoplastic that is robust, impact resistant, flame retardant and built to last.
Revolutionary technology

The terminals are constructed as single pieces without joints or rivets thanks to revolutionary sheet metal technology. This accommodates more wires than conventional brass turned terminals.

Silver alloy contacts

Switching contact are made of Silver alloy to withstand resistive and inductive loads, ensuring excellent performance throughout its life.

Smart

The rocker design has been Ergonomically sized and shaped only after receiving input from prestigious consultants and hundreds of actual users.

USB Solution

Enjoy comprehensive selection of 2A USB solution for charging various devices.

As per SASO standards

All products fabricated as per Saudi Arabia’s standards organization.

New components

New high quality new material is used to gain better performance.

Assembly

New assembly concept to give the product more attractive design & flexibility.

Weatherproof solutions

Protect yourself and your family with using weatherproof products when installing switches & sockets outside.

Anti-bacteria products

Prohibits growth of bacteria to prevent infection.

Compatible with hospitals requirements upon request.

Freedom of choice

Wide Rocker & regular rocker with Color and Anti-bacterial choice available upon request.

Easy Installation

Specially designed angular terminations advancing accessibility by a screwdriver even on a 4 gang switch.

Futuristic Shape

Aesthetically pleasing shapes incorporate aesthetic appeal with cozy and energy.

Superior Quality

Product made of engineering thermoplastic that is robust, impact resistant, flame retardant and built to last.

Paint Guard

Thin paint guard film protects products from dust and paint stains.

Freedom of choice

Wide Rocker & regular rocker with Color and Anti-bacterial choice available upon request.

Easy Installation

Specially designed angular terminations advancing accessibility by a screwdriver even on a 4 gang switch.

Futuristic Shape

Aesthetically pleasing shapes incorporate aesthetic appeal with cozy and energy.

Superior Quality

Product made of engineering thermoplastic that is robust, impact resistant, flame retardant and built to last.